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призная абсолютно, че дори не ме
интересуваше историята. Исто-
рията за подхвърленото дете в го-
рата, кошутата и т.н. за някои е
много впечатлителна, но за мен
по-скоро това е един текст, кой-
то е еквивалентен като внушение
на библейско-езотеричен тип про-
за. И силата Ӝ е в това, че тя ус-
пява да надскочи станалите кон-
венционални вече опити да се пи-
ше по този начин. Има нещо мно-
го дълбоко истинско като енергия
и това смазва публиката между
другото. Разбира се актьорската
игра е много важна, но има нещо,

което на някакво ниво кара хора-
та да изпадат в изключително
дълбоко самооткровение и вълне-
ние. Това разбира се важи и за нас,
но факт, ние страшно много пъти
го играем и за мен най-учудващото
беше, че това се случваше и в Ун-
гария. Където все пак има някаква
преграда, хората четат текста на
стената, пък къде слушат, къде
гледат... Това означава, че наисти-
на в този текст има нещо много
дълбоко, което успява да докосне
вътрешната същност на всички
нас като човешки същества по
един безпрецедентен начин. Приз-

навам си откро-
вено, че за мен е
изключително
сковаващо, защо-
то съм джазов
музикант и пос-
тоянно трябва
да импровизи-
рам, а тук тряб-
ва да дебна всеки
детайл, трябва
да правя динами-
ка, трябва да
правя и звука в
реално време и
изобщо, много е
сложно, но тази
дисциплина в съ-
щото време
трябва да се пре-

сече с емоционалната точка на ця-
лото, за да въздейства.

– А между вас високоволтово
ли е електричеството по време
на изпълнение след като сте в
двата края на сцената?

Габриела Хаджикостова. Да,
да. Ние сме като скачени съдове.
Аз определено усещам енергията.
Винаги съм казвала, други хора мо-
же да се окажат ревниви, но то-
ва, което човек преживее на сцена-
та с партньора си, особено в му-
зиката, е различно. В музиката
има друга комуникация между хо-
рата... Даже в живота ние с Ни-
колай почти не си говорим, защо-
то рядко се срещаме. Но когато с
него сме заедно, по време на изпъл-
нение, имам чувството, че никого
не познавам така добре. Това е
друг вид внимание и това значи в
дадени моменти да се откажеш
от себе си и да се посветиш на
другия. Да усетиш кога той може
да излезе напред... Ако имаше пове-
че хора, които да говорят и да
правят музика заедно, щеше да
има много по-щастливи семей-
ства. Отвикнали сме да се слуша-
ме и да си обръщаме внимание, а
тук внимаваш и си отворил всич-
ките антени за човека до теб и
той си е отворил всичките анте-
ни. И това е съвсем друго ниво на
общуване.

Sliven conversations 
Boryana Georgieva talks to organizers, participants and guests of the festival 

Efimia Pavlova, actress, director of the Sliven
Pupper Theater and of the festival 

– What were the main criteria in the festival selec-
tion?

– It was a difficult selection. We did not involve every-
thing that could have been involved because you know how
the larger the scope of a festival, the more funds it
demands and right now they are problematic to secure. I
believe however that we have managed to provide excellent
accommodation of all our guests. For all participants it was
a feast. During those couple of days Sliven was a European
city or at least was getting close to that.

– The festival has grown in two years. This is only its
second edition and it is already much more diverse.
What do you want it to be, what is the image that would
differentiate it from the other puppet theater festivals in
Bulgaria?

– I think it has already begun acquiring its own origi-
nal face. We have waited patiently for long enough before
we launched it, although it had been planned long before.

We were searching for the format that would make it
unique; a meeting of arts in a broader framework. We will
continue educating ourselves in good taste and learning
from our mistakes how to move ahead. It should really be
original and, most importantly, a feast for the soul. A meet-
ing of artists from a variety of artistic forms. This is a meet-
ing place for people wishing to exchange ideas and borrow
inspiration from each other. The most important task is to
provide for our spectators, young and elder, having fun.
Art should bring us joy. It does not mean we should not
think seriously over a performance, but that is just anoth-
er form of joy, is it not? Remember the performance „Elada
Pignyo and the Time“ of Gabriela Hadzhikostova from
Malko Teatro, Budapest. Or the wonderful „Via“ show of
this year's university graduates. This is a kind of theater of
movements. Sine Sliven is quite remote from the capital
city, I wish we could show the people here the various for-
mats of our art because it is exceptionally synthetic.
Therefore it is „Magic“ because the puppet theater can use
all sorts of expression possible– dance, visual, shadows etc.
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Not to mention the marionette which was a very strong
presence at the festival. The vision is an extremely impor-
tant component of a performance. That is why I have invit-
ed many young artists, graduates of Professor Maya Petrova
who arranged a collective stage design works show and
worked with children to teach them how to make puppets.
There was also a photography course „Shoot the Wind“ and
poetry course „The Magic of the Wind“...

– Everything was done with love. Let's make a wish
to meet again in 2013 because the festival is bi-annual.

– I truly hope the „Magic“ in 2013 will surpass the cur-
rent achievements.

Ivo Ignatov-Keny ≠ actor 
– Did Clever Peter feel the magic of the wind? 
– Of course, the wind has nearly blown our structure

away. Some technical problems occurred; after all that was
our first street performance after the first night. Although
it has been specially produced for the street, the first night
was in a theater hall. There is first time for everything, you
know. We were planning it as something like old theater
style with live music and collecting money in a hat. I mean
someone goes round the audience after the performance
and whoever has liked it, drops something in it and those
who have not tell you why. We have also prepared rain-
coats, just in case people decide to throw eggs, tomatoes or
stuff like that at us. This genre is somewhat obsolete now,
although I have been doing street theater for 20 years and
puppet theater in the street in particular. That is one of the
formats of the Hand Theater, performing in the street.
That was my reason for plunging into this project and the
rest followed because they got interested. They had not
done anything of the kind before. Clever Peter is a never-
ending story. And it is made of so many short stories that
we found it extremely difficult which one to choose. But
we managed … There are many more things we did not per-
form here. When we get bored with something, we could
switch to another story.

– Why was Nastradin Hodzha missing?
– Because we introduced another character Ganyo who

is the miser always trying to outwit Peter but usually gets

outwitted himself... Between us, that is Ganyo the Bulgarian
dodger, pursuing not so much enrichment as fraudulence.
We enjoy mixing them in this way.

– When you said that stories about Clever Peter can
be told endlessly, did you mean that is a free combina-
tion of miniatures?

– No, there is a beginning and an end. The stories need
a certain arrangement. There is a system of arranging the
pictures to achieve the overall structure. Some of the frames
are however interchangeable. That is the ultimate idea, to
tell a variety of stories. We are at the start of developing
the style. Each performance will have a life of its own.

– What are the advantages of street theater and
where do the risks hide?

– The risks are more than the advantages. Street the-
ater cannot be organized. No tickets are sold and the price
is not fixed. Which means that the better you are, the
greater your chances of getting paid. If it does not work,
you do not get anything. An important advantage is that
the audience is there with you, you cannot summon it.
But if you are doing something good, it will stop when
passing by and people will gather and all of a sudden the
theater is full. And the risk is that this audience is so var-
ied that it contains all kinds of people, some of them nuts
or idiots or vicious who try to be obstructive. Some excep-
tionally self-confident policemen for example stop will
interrupt the performance in the middle without any
respect to you and ask you, „What the hell is this?“ And
then you are supposed to show a permit or at least prove
your activity is not banned. If the person in the uniform
is an asshole, he would say, „Enough of this! Get lost“
and if he is a nice guy he would wait until the perform-
ance is over and then ask, „Any problems, guys?“ People
are so different. Some would pull you by the trouser leg
on purpose, some even steal from the props.... But at the
same time it is such a school, that is where theater was
born in the first place... This kind of theater has always
existed. In certain periods it declined but was then com-
ing back to life. It modernized and returned to its roots.
And it all depends on the ideas and money invested in it.
Yet, there has always been people enthusiastic enough to
do it. This is the type of theater that created the crudest
sarcasm, the most open satire and that's what makes it so
close to the people. Because it mocks the issues of the day,
the idiots of the day, the politics, the brutally sexual, fool-
ishness if you wish, drunkards, anything you can think of.
That is the anecdotal humour born in simple conversa-
tion. That is real theater. Unfortunately the majority of
my colleagues fail to understand it and perceive it as sec-
ond-hand non-pretentious theater. Just the opposite, it is
twice as difficult to make than be prepared and face an
audience that paid to watch you.

Professor Maya Petrova, ≠ stage designer 
– What is „Soft Lego“?
– „Soft Lego“ is an idea that Bianka Benkovska and I

created for the simple reason that I bought an enormous
number of styropor balls and was wondering what to use
them for. So I decided to make those soft puppets that can
be put together like houses or whatever comes to mind. The
idea was much broader; I was just experimenting because I
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have never used such puppets and had a lot of fun design-
ing and producing them. Now I can see that the children
are equally having fun.

– So the idea is to actually involve the children in
their making and reviving, is that correct?

– The idea was to make the connections in a way that
allows changing the places of the nose and the tail, the ears
and arms etc...

– ...like little Picasso's...
– Yes. Be creative and modify them.
– In addition to the Soft Lego there is also the Magic

of Paper. What is it?
– You can make anything out of paper. I have been

working with paper for years now, I work a lot with chil-
dren who use paper in all its possible types and forms. We
make puppets, masks and costumes, hats, flowers and
robots. Children always have great fun and design incredi-
ble things. You just have to give them a hint and direction.
Here we produced creative hats – animals, batmen, as they
wished. Tomorrow we are going to make kites because the
topic here is the magic of the wind after all…

– Children work together with your students. Their
graduate exhibition is in the program. Even the most
superficial look can discover they have had a good
teacher. What did you want them to take from you
most?

– First of all the exhibition shows they are talented
young people. The most important thing is that they
learned to think when working for the puppet theater. They
have various interests and abilities. I do not only train
them for puppet theater because not all of them can find
a job there, which is a pity because they come up with very
interesting solutions indeed. The process starts in their first
year as students. In this exhibition you can see the works
of first and second-year students who develop and challenge
one's imagination. One example is „The Birds“ by
Aristophanes that they had to make out of a clock and old
umbrellas. This type of assignments are meant to challenge

non-standard ideas that later would find their expression in
the III and IV year.

– Since you mentioned their future careers, are the
existing opportunities after their graduation from the
Academy limited? They shall have to prove their compe-
tences but it seems you sound a little skeptical.

– No, but unfortunately the directors they could work
with are few. The stage designer should do professional
work in order to develop and accumulate experience and
not some sort of installations or happenings. After all, our
job is to work closely with the director and they are not
many, which is why the young stage designers cannot easi-
ly find their way to artistic expression.

Svetla Beneva, drama critic and Natasha
Kolevska, drama critic 

–This festival is not competition, there is no jury but
the presence of drama critics discloses the organizers' desire
to find out where they are, what they have achieved and
what can be recommended. So, did the second edition of
„Magic of the Wind“ correspond to its name?

Svetla Beneva. It was very appropriate to name the
festival „Magic of the Wind“. It is open for a variety of
interpretations; on the one hand the magic has not gone
with the wind in spite of the circumstances, the situation
of difficult reforms that the theater is experiencing; on the
other hand the magic could always to moved by the wind
of dreams, of imagination and of the youngsters' desire to
communicate with art. Therefore my opinion is that it has
fully accomplished its goals and tasks with the broad
range of titles it has selected. Its organizers do not have
the ambition to show trends but aim to present the art of
puppet theater to the child and adult audience in their
city. So the festival is a wonderful even for Sliven and not
just for it, but also for the theatrical community. As they
say, there is no money but art will live nevertheless. That
is why the very gathering of people from the guild and
the cultural community of the city is extremely important
for maintaining our communication alive … I hope the
magic of the wind disseminates the contamination of
communication.

Natasha Kolevska. My impression of a person who has
seen the beginning is that the festival develops very well,
increases the number of its foreign guests and gives us the
chance to see different styles and artists. We can see the
desire to build a more comprehensive picture of what pup-
pet theater is and to educate the young spectator in a
broader look of art. To teach them accept, adapt to and
enjoy various types of puppet theater. Also the festival's
program, just as the first edition, including many other
events. Overall, the effort of the Sliven Puppet Theater to
educate the children to participate actively in the perform-
ance and not remain passive viewers is very encouraging. It
happens naturally and when we see them in the street,
that's already a common festivity. That is precisely the
meaning of the word festival that defines its content, the
presence of a feast.

Svetla Beneva. I believe the festival would benefit from
inviting more street performances. It will attract more spec-
tators in this way. I can see the interest is very intense; even
people who do not manage to bring their children at the
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exact hour could watch the street performances at earlier or
later hours.

– Do you think the absence of competition and
awards that the other puppet festivals have as a rule
hides the risk of lowering the level (because anyone who
wants to show what they have done can participate)?

Natasha Kolevska. I don't think all who want to show
their production are invited; on the contrary. You touch
upon an important question about the selection. We have
a very well selected program that strikes a balance between
the genres the states of Europe (for now). They are not put
in the same basket and evaluated by a jury because, if I can
say so, one cannot compare athletes running along differ-
ent tracks.

Svetla Beneva. I don't think anyone who wishes to can
participate. The festival must show something that qualifies
as art. It cannot afford to acquire a layman format; just the
opposite, it should strive to raise the level and criteria for
selecting performances as much as possible. They could be
more experimental, more extreme, using new forms but
they must be real art. 

– What else would you like to see in this festival in
the future?

Svetla Beneva. That is hard to tell but I always expect
future surprises and among 10 or 12 performances there will
always be at least one to surprise you with its fantasy, its
discoveries, some new format or some new energy. In a fes-
tival you could always expect things like that. Not all the
titles would do that but there is always a surprise in every
festival.

Natasha Kolevska. I would like to see the Sliven festi-
val keep showing good level performances in the future, as
we saw this year...

Svetla Beneva. They should keep the level as high as
this year's. Not lower the criteria but raise them higher and
higher.

Slava Racheva, actress
– What do you think is the deep meaning of meet-

ings of this type that are free from the tension of com-
petition but only have the spirit of a holiday?

– I enjoy them. I would recommend however more
space for creative conversation because I miss that.
Conversations of good will, remarks and stories told that
we have experienced and shared. I believe they would com-
plete the picture of our creative process, our problems and
findings. And serve as recommendations for the future.

– This festival was everywhere. At the same time
there were improvised studios and work with children
and giving them the chance to touch the puppet and get
closer to the kitchen of the process. Is that a way to
attract the young spectator?

– Of course, children are extremely interested to find
out how things work and why and touching the puppet is
for them like touching their toy, their imagination, giving
life to those objects. They wish to be part of this process
of life-giving …

Gabriela Hadzhikostova, actress and direc-

tor and Nikolay Ivanov, musician 
– Before we start talking about „Elada Pignyo and

the Time“, tell me more about yourself and Malko
Teatro Budapest. I heard the theater has celebrated its
15th anniversary.

Gabriela Hadzhikostova. This is an independent the-
ater. In Hungary there are more than 140, which makes it
very different from the situation in Bulgaria. The independ-
ent theaters are not affiliated with the municipalities or the
Ministry of Culture, but are supported by the state.
Personalities such as Alexander Morfov, Yavor Gurdev or
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Tedy Moskov in Hungary would have their own company
and produce art that corresponds to their own creative
requirements. The Hungarian director Ishtvan Nagy who is
my husband and I established one such theater in 1996.
Ishtvan had his private company while I was part of a
German-speaking theater but we decided that we both know
a lot about Bulgaria and felt obliged to do something for the
Bulgarian culture and to our own satisfaction. Thus we estab-
lished a theater where we try to do what corresponds to our
creative and moral requirements. Morale and ethics are
something very complicated in this profession. We approach
our theater with love and I think this is evident in the work
of Malo Teatro, a strong love for Bulgaria, for the Bulgarian
culture, for those unique things that we people who live here
fail to appreciate or even notice because they take them for
granted. But when one is separated from Bulgaria as I am,
she rediscovers so many things from a distance. The
Bulgarian folklore for instance. I am a cosmopolitan and
multilingual person who feels good anywhere round the
world, but only in Hungary I realized the meaning of one's
roots. I was stricken by a fever and started feeling the taste
of the words. It is not all the same what in language we pro-
nounce a text because the emotional charge is different; the
Bulgarian folklore and the Bulgarian song, and I sing a lot,
have some very ancient magical power, certain codes in
them. We try to do European theater of a professional level
because we are both professionals and we work with profes-
sionals. We make synthetic performances where the theater
of movement is largely involved. In Bulgaria this kind of art
is not very well developed yet, so we owe it. There are also
words and jazz. We do not stage ready-made plays and we
have never until now staged a play by a Bulgarian author.
Rather, we make synthetic theater by choosing a literary text
and processing it in our specific way. Some authors have
written especially for us, Bulgarian authors. Sometimes
Ishtvan writes a play on the problems of the Bulgarians liv-
ing round the world. Usually he identifies typical things that
he describes either lovingly or critically in his plays...

– ...but they are always true, are they not?
Gabriela Hadzhikostova. ...yes, they are always true

and always with love because when you criticize somebody
you do it for love, because it hurts you and you want to
do something about it.

– Are those the esthetic and moral reasons for were
talking about?

Gabriela Hadzhikostova. The moral are different. In
this profession of ours we seem to have lost the ethic and
the love for each other. It is not important for us as direc-
tors to be hysterical and throw objects at people. It is impor-
tant that the spectator believes in what we do. We are all
partners and we have endless creative confidence in each
other. It is true we are very strict in selecting the people we
work with because we want them to be very good profession-
als of a very high level, but we need to be people before any-
thing else. For me theater is not done with hysteria, but with
love; you have to convince your partner in your own truth
and if he is right, to obey him in the name of your joint
goal.

– When you said people first and then Bulgarian,
Hungarian or actors, has it ever happened to you to
look for them like Diogenes and the lantern?

Gabriela Hadzhikostova. Oh no, we are just very
lucky with our colleagues whom we know and love and
have worked with in other theaters, so when we invite
them, they feel very good with us. We have infected many
people with love Bulgaria and come here to creatively
charge themselves.

Nikolay Ivanov. I want to add something to what
Gabriela said. It is very interesting for me to observe the
development of a Bulgarian artist abroad. This has been
an important trend in the past twenty years. All these peo-
ple, including Gabriela, develop their roots in the context
of the European and the global culture. And it is very
good that a feedback exists, that they perform in Bulgaria
no matter how they will be viewed. This has its results. I
truly believe that globalization is a positive phenomenon.
Many people are against it but it is a fact, an unavoidable
fact. Just as people expect this world to get global, they
expect from everyone to show their roots … I myself
turned to the folklore in a similar manner. When the OM
formation was created we played in a very different style
but at one point when I also started traveling and meet-
ing various musicians, I rediscovered the folklore and one
lovely day at the festival in Szeged I met Gabriela. This is
not an unfamiliar experience for me because I have par-
ticipated in many performances. The art of performance
is equally a synthetic form that is often used by visual
artists, but I have participated in such that combine text,
music, plastic, dance, movement etc. So I was prepared,
which is very important because it is very difficult to cre-
ate stylistics.

– Here you played Тук показахте –Elada Pinot and
the Time– by Kerana Angelova. Was the literary text the
sole reason for this performance?

Gabriela Hadzhikostova. Yes, I was in Bulgaria and
consulted my very good friend, the poet Penka Vatova
about what was worth reading. I will never forget how we
were sitting in the Kristal garden. We entered this small but
wonderful bookshop Knizhnici and took this book with
two fingers and said, „Read this!“ When I got back home
in Budapest I opened the book and started reading and
after the first page I told myself, „This cannot be!“ I start-
ed from the beginning and I realized I was reading this first
page over and over again, perhaps ten times and just could
not believe it. The text, the entire style, the magic of those
words, the melody in them... And then I simply swallowed
the entire book which literally shook me. For long hours I
walked round the house with a pen in hand marking sen-
tences and it is still there beside my bed. Next I called
Nikolay and told him, „I have discovered a text. We should
do something together. I imagine a theater of words, no
movement, I will sit and pronounce it.“ And my husband
said, „Oh no, no no. There must be some movement!“ And
I told him, „I have listened to you all my life – we have
been working together for more than fifteen years – but
this time I'm gonna do it as I feel it should be done!“ I
sent the text to Nikolay and he wrote the music. We gath-
ered in Budapest, he played the music and text poured out
of me, as if in its own right. Apparently it has been so deep
inside me that it just self-created. Of course later on with
time I rationalize it and look for nuances and enrich it, but
anyway it is not one of those things that you plan and
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draw, think and come up with the form first, and then
start working on it. It is a revelation. For me it was a gift
of fate. Very rarely does an actor encounter a material in
this way. Normally one is given a play, distributed, then
performs it and may end up with a remarkable role. While
this is something crucial, an infinitely rich text. It is about
the eternal or rather the time and the timelessness. About
other spaces, about the difference between life and death
that is actually not a difference. About the entrance that
turns out to be an exit and about how the answer will find
us some day. I think that just as love cannot be explained,
my meeting with this text cannot be explained either. Some
things touch you and start flowing in your blood. You start
feeling them with your fingers and with every fiber of your
body and they are inexplicable, cannot be put into words.
Kerana Angelova says there is something greater than
words. The greater thing is what cannot be pronounced. In
Hungary the words are translated and almost all our per-
formances are both in Bulgarian and Hungarian. But this
is a text that cannot be pronounced in any other way but
in Bulgarian and the audience reads the subtitles. Many
Hungarian spectators come to us and say the Bulgarian
author is the Bulgarian Markes. There is something coded
in her words, something that is not accidental and is very
powerful. I wish everyone to come in contact with this text
and find out something about herself and about Bulgaria.

– You anticipated my question. This performance is
static and all in white. Pure words and music. Cleared
from all movement.

Gabriela Hadzhikostova. I think this text cannot take
any movement. Movement comes from within. This is the
confession of an old woman. Old people sit on a chair and
tell their entire life all in a breath. That was my first image.
My second association was my grandmother who always
dressed in white and I realized how good it is to see an old
woman dressed in white. Also Elada Pinot is a very pure
character and I could only see her dressed in white, which
is not pure white but deflected and has its own suggestion.

Nikolay Ivanov. In my opinion the text has many lay-
ers, where its impact code lies. Some people will find the
story in it deeply moving. I can honestly admit I was not
even interested in the story. For some the story of a child
abandoned in the woods, the roe etc. might be impression-
able, but for me it is a text that is kind of an equivalent
of the Biblical or esoteric prose. Its power is in its ability
to go beyond the conventional attempts of writing in this
manner. There something deeply true in it, some exception-
al energy that by the way overwhelms the audience. The act-
ing is very important of course, but there is also something
that at a certain level makes people experience deep self rev-
elation and emotion. Naturally, it applies to us as well, but
it is also a fact that we have perform it so many times and
I was truly surprised that it happened equally in Hungary.
Because there a certain barrier exists after all because the
people read the text on the wall while listening... This
means there is something truly deep in this text that man-
ages to touch the inner essence of everyone of us as human
beings in an unprecedented way. I honestly admit for me
that was extremely paralyzing because I am a jazz musician
and I am used to improvising all the time, while here I
have to follow every detail, stick to the dynamics, produce

the sound live. This is very complicated but at the same
time this discipline must intersect with the emotional point
of the whole in order to make an impact.

– Is the electricity between you high voltage, if you
stand in the two ends of the stage?

Gabriela Hadzhikostova. Oh yes. We are like inter-
connected vessels. I definitely feel the energy. This may
make some people jealous, but what one can experience
with a partner on the stage through music is different.
Music is a different communication between people... In
real life Nikolay and I do not often speak because we rarely
see each other. But when we are together in a performance,
I have the feeling that is the person I know best in my life.
It is a different kind of attention and it means at certain
moments you forget about yourself and dedicate to the
other. You feel when he goes ahead of you... If more peo-
ple speak and make music together, there will be more hap-
pier families. We have lost the ability to listen and pay
attention to each other, while here you are on the alert and
have opened all your antennas to the person beside you
and he has done the same to you. This is a radically dif-
ferent communication.

Translation by 
Tihomira Trifonova

Откриване на из-
ложба на абсолвен-
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ating students
course „Scenography
for puppet theatre“
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Communicating -
the festival’s charm:
Boryana Georgieva,
Victor Boychev and
Bogdana Kosturkova


